
Port Macquarie, 60 Grant Street
THERE’s WORK TO BE DONE….BUT OH THE POSITION!!!

UNFORTUNATELY NO CHILDREN PERMITTED ON-SITE

So, you have seen the photos and can see the home is partially completed which
is perfect for someone who has a family member in the building game or a
builder looking for a project for own family home. The position is fantastic with a
quiet, calming reserve outlook where you can eventually sit and hear the breezes
in the trees or the abundance of birdlife whistling away or watch the regular
koala inhabit their trees.

There is a bucket load of potential here to transform this home into a multi-
functional investment. Enquiry has been strong and all that is required is for the
visionary not scared to roll up the sleeves, dig in and finish it. It's an Eastport
position with the CBD, Town Beach, and Flynn's Beach all within a 2km radius.

For Sale
$870,000 - $910,000
_________________________________________________________________________

View
ljhooker.com.au/KQPHKB
_________________________________________________________________________

Contact
Greg Laws
0411 440 707
glaws.portmacquarie@ljh.com.au

8 3 0

SOLD

Disclaimer: All information contained therein is gathered from relevant third parties sources.
We cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must rely solely on their own enquiries.
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Tucked away at the rear of a no-through road the property enjoys the benefit of
only one neighbour and a sublime setting adjoining reserve. The library and pool
are both around the corner.

Spread over three large scale domains the ground level consists of two
bedrooms, bathroom, living area, and multi-purpose room plus a further two
bedrooms one bathroom and where the 2 bedrooms are in the front has been
DA approved for a double garage.

Step up to a light filled open plan kitchen and living area that flows onto a large
timber deck with tranquil views across the adjoining reserve. A further two
bedrooms are well located for privacy.

Head downstairs and discover two more bedrooms, bathroom, kitchenette, and
living area with access onto a timber deck verandah. The lower ground floor
opens to outdoors and provides a laundry with an additional WC and storage.

If you have the desire to complete a project, have been looking for a peaceful
location to reside at, be close to facilities and sit back and enjoy the fruits of your
labour then you better call Greg on 0411 440 707 to seek further details and
arrange a viewing.

Rates - $2,553pa

More About this Property

Property ID KQPHKB
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type House
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Including Toilets (3)
Close to Schools
Close to Shops
Kitchenette

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Greg Laws 0411 440 707
Licensed Real Estate Agent/Auctioneer |
glaws.portmacquarie@ljh.com.au

LJ Hooker Port Macquarie | Wauchope (02) 6583 3044
21 Horton Street, Port Macquarie NSW 2444
portmacquarie.ljhooker.com.au | portmac@ljh.com.au
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